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Danger Level 3 - Considerable

Treeline
Tendency: Increasing avalanche danger 
on Friday 26 01 2024

Wind slab

Treeline

Snowpack stability: very poor 

Frequency: some 

Avalanche size: medium 

New snow

Snowpack stability: poor 

Frequency: some 

Avalanche size: medium 

High winds with significant precipitation will cause unstable slabs of wind-
drifted snow. Possible long-range spreading of detachment.
During the night, a strong northwesterly flow will hit all mountain ranges of Slovakia, bringing humid sea 
air. Winds will reach up to 40 m/s (144 km/h !) at the highest altitudes. The snowfall limit will drop to 700 m 
above sea level. New precipitation will be blown into the forest zone, but on leeward slopes, even on milder 
gradients, the wind will intensively deposit snow in snow pillows and slabs that will lie on top of the old 
hard snow cover. In all mountain ranges above the forest line there is an considerable avalanche danger, 
i.e. level 3 on the five-point international scale.  The main avalanche problems are new snow (on all 
exposures, mainly mid-elevations) and wind-blown snow (above the tree line). Windward SE, E, NE and SW 
orientations will be particularly dangerous. Avalanche release will be possible with a small additional load 
(even remotely), and spontaneous avalanches of medium size may occur during the day.

Snowpack
Snow showers are expected from 700 m above sea level during the day. These will be blown by strong 
winds into the forest zone. Above the forest belt, however, the wind will gradually deposit them in snow 
slabs and pillows, which will lie on top of the old hardened snowpack. The bond between these layers is 
weak and the tension due to wind hammering is high. The brittleness of such slabs and the possible long-
distance propagation of debris will thus create an extremely treacherous situation over the forest belt.

Tendency
Significantly rising due to strong winds and expected precipitation. 
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